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Introduction
Welcome to Burlington’s EDI Gateway online help system! Our EDI Gateway system is a free, web-based
solution that allows you to view and acknowledge your purchase orders online. Through Gateway you’re
also able to submit ASN’s, generate labels, and submit invoices. To get started, log in to your EDI
Gateway Inbox.

Gateway Requirements
The following application features are required for the EDI Gateway system:
 Windows 7


PDF (Adobe Reader) current version



Internet Explorer 7.0 or newer



Laser Printer to print the UCC-128 labels

Logging Into the Gateway Mailbox
Go to https:/edi.coat.com/ then enter your User ID and Password and click “Go”.

Next, enter the appropriate company name or vendor number.
Note*Based on your setup you may see one or multiple companies that you can access.

Select the appropriate vendor name. Then click on the EDI Gateway button in the bottom right corner.
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Changing Your Password
You may choose to change the password that the system has automatically generated for you by clicking
on the “Change Password” link on the login page.
If you forget your password, click on the “Forgot Password” link to have a new password sent to you.
If you forget your User ID, you can have it sent to you by clicking on the “Forgot User ID” link.
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Inbox
Email Notification of a Purchase Order
When your buyer submits a Purchase Order, the Gateway system will email you a notification. This
message will be visible when you log into Gateway. Below is a sample email:

View Purchase Order
When you receive a new purchase order from Burlington, you can access it from the Gateway inbox.
Burlington Stores currently supports the following types of purchase orders:
 Pack by Style/Bulk


Pre-Packs



Ship-to Mark-for **note- this would need to be discussed ahead of time with your buyer as it’s
more recommended for 3rd party EDI.



Direct to Store



GOH (Goods on Hanger) **note, GOH orders would need to be discussed ahead of time with your
buyer as this type of order would need to be directed to a specific DC as GOH is transported in a
special vehicle to allow for hanging racks.

It is expected that the goods arrive packed as ordered. If there is a question regarding the order type,
please contact the Vendor Relations department at vendor.relations@burlington.com.
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To view your purchase order, click on any of the 9 digit document ID numbers that are within the 7
digit master PO series (*please note, Burlington sends PO’s at the 9 digit PO level; this is the 7 digit
master PO + the 2-3 digit line PO number)
Click on any one of the 7 digit PO’s in the series to view a hard copy of your purchase order. Please
carefully review the order type, ship window, pricing, destination, and if your PO requires price
tickets.
If you have any questions or concerns about your order, please reach out to your buyer to make any
appropriate revisions.
All changes must be updated and retransmitted in Gateway by your buyer, (even if it is a quantity
adjustment within our 90% fill rate.)
***Note, if your PO is written as pack by store, this is where you would see the store numbers. This
would need to be agreed upon with your buyer before the order was written***
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***note, the other pre-pack type is inners- multiple pre-packs of the same color/style/pack within 1
master carton
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Packing your Order – Order types (see PO example on previous page, order type is notated
on your purchase order)

PACK BY STYLE/BULK ORDERS

Orders generated that are coded “pack by style” and are to be delivered to Burlington Stores’
distribution center for allocation by style, color, and size are defined as bulk. 


A carton can only contain one SKU/UPC. This means one style, one color, and one size packed
loose in a carton.



Do not combine or mix purchase orders in the same carton.



Do not mix sizes, styles, or colors in the same carton.




PRE-PACK ORDERS
All "pre-pack" orders must be packed as defined on your PO. Broken packs are not acceptable.



Cartons must be marked with the pre-pack detail/breakout printed on the UCC-128 labels.



Pre-packs must be packaged in poly bags and bundled as one unit (bundle hangers with string,
twine, or rubber bands).
Burlington generates two types of pre-pack orders:






Inners
Defined as multiple pre-packs packed in a master carton
Cartons can contain as many bundled pre-packs that will fit in the carton without exceeding
carton dimensions.
Shippable
Defined as one pre-pack packed in a master carton
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Acknowledging Your Purchase Order
You can view your purchase order under the Inbox heading.

1. The Status column under the Inbox tab lets you know the exact standing of your shipment at any
given time. The most common Status options are: Submitted, Acknowledged, Resubmitted, and
Replaced.
2. The Shipment Status column provides further detail on the progress or your shipment. The Shipment
Status is assigned based on the shipment entries in the Gateway system, not on the physical receipt of
the goods in our distribution center or stores. Status options are: Not shipped, Fully Shipped, and
Partially Shipped.

3. The Turn Around column allows you to navigate to the appropriate Shipments area for you to process
your orders. Use the link in this column to proceed to your next step in the process.
***Please note; it is not necessary to create a shipment for every PO line in your 7 digit master PO.
You can click the ‘new shipment’ area once and then load all of your PO numbers for the same 7 digit
master into 1 shipment.
Click on the “Document ID” number to view your order. The Document ID is the PO number. Clicking on
this link will change the status of your order in Burlington’s internal order system to “Acknowledged”.
You must acknowledge every PO that you receive from Burlington so that Burlington is aware you have
accepted the PO.
The POs are in a PDF format. You can save the file to print and view later, or to send it in an email.
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View Purchase Order Events –Archives Tab
If you would like to view the events of your purchase order, you will also click on the “Document ID”
number under the Inbox tab. Click on the “Archives” tab.

Here you can see when the PO was transmitted as well as other details.

Replacement/Cancellation of Purchase Orders
If the PO is changed and retransmitted, the system will flag the old transmission as “Replaced” and the
new PO as “Resubmitted”. The “Resubmitted” POs must be acknowledged.

***Note: If a PO has been replaced and the original has already been included on a shipment ID, the
PO within the shipment needs to be manually replaced. To do so, please refer to the “Helpful Tips”
section at the end of this document; starting on pg 46.
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Drafts Tab
The “Drafts” tab is located under the Shipments heading. This tab allows you to open and view orders
that are currently in progress.
The default view of the “Drafts” tab displays 10 shipments from the last 30 days.
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Note**If you have a shipment that is greater than 30 days old, you will need to change this setting to
view ‘All’ shipments and show ‘All’ shipments per Page.
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New Shipments Tab
Click on the “New Shipment” tab to begin entering your shipment information for a new shipment.

Select whether you are sending Shipment with Cartons or Shipment with Garments on Hangers.
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Note** If you are shipping “Direct to Customer” please contact your EComm coordinator as orders
should not be shipping via Gateway.

1) Choose shipping type.
2) Web Shipment ID – Automatically generated by Gateway once you complete and save this page.
3) ASN Shipment ID – You may leave this field blank.
4) Shipping Date – The date you are expecting the order to leave your warehouse. **Note- Must
be within your ship window stated on your PO; if you need an extension, please contact your
buyer. Date cannot be in the past.
5) Transportation Method – Select the option that best fits; most common selection is LTL or ‘less
than trailer load’.
6) SCAC Code – This code is provided by the carrier. If you are unsure of the SCAC code you may
select “UNKN – UNKOWN”

7) Carrier- If you do not have a carrier yet or are unsure, you may type ‘UNKNOWN’.
8/9) Bill of Lading/PRO Number – You may enter “UNKOWN” into these fields
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After all required fields have been entered, press “Save”, and then click the “Select Purchase
Orders” button. This saved data can be retrieved from the “Drafts” tab if you wish to work on your
shipment at a later point.

*Please note, for Edgewater Park, DC # is 053 and for San Bernardino, DC # is 512
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Adding a Purchase Order to the Shipment
If the available PO’s that match the criteria entered in the New Shipment header screen are not
displayed, click on the “Search Purchase Orders” tab to search for and select your orders.

***Please note; it is not necessary to create a shipment for every PO line in your 7 digit master PO if
all PO’s are shipping together on the same truck. You may load all 9 digit PO numbers that are within
your 7 digit master PO into the same shipment ID.
Once you have found the PO(s) you are looking for check the box for that PO(s) or check each “All”
/“None” to select each PO number. Click the “Add Selected button”. This will add the PO(s) to your
shipment.
After you have added at least one purchase order to your shipment, click the “Selected Purchase
Orders” tab.
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Creating a Carton Definition
Shipments with Cartons
If you are shipping in cartons, your “Selected Purchase Orders” tab will look like the screen below:



Complete / Partial
The first option is to select either Complete or Partial shipment. It is suggested to select “Partial”
regardless if you are actually shipping partial or complete. This reduces the likelihood of receiving a
quantity error when creating your carton definition.


Shipping Information

This option describes how you will be packing your shipment. While there are many available options, it
is highly suggested to select the last option, “Customized quantities and cartons.” This ensures that
you will be able to enter your desired values into the shipment without receiving an error.


Packaging Code

This describes how the shipment is packed. Select “Corrugated or solid carton” and then click Save.
Note: Cartons can be shipped on pallets; however, each carton on the pallet requires a UCC-128 label.
This is because when the shrink-wrap is removed from the pallet, the label is no longer available and
the cartons are off-loaded and each one is scanned.
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After you have entered these 3 options; click “Save” and then click the “Create Carton” button. *Note,
if you have multiple PO’s in the same shipment that are shipping together on the same truck, repeat
the above steps for each PO line.

You will now be brought to the “Search Items” tab where you can select the items that you will
ship within each carton.
Search Items
Check off the items you wish to add to your carton and press “Add Selected”.
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*Order notes:
 If your order is written as bulk, the PO line may look like the above example,
but you should only be loading 1 x color, 1 x style, and 1x size per carton as this
fits our bulk packing requirements.


If your order is written as pre-pack, the PO line can pull with multiple colors
and sizes. (Can also pull multiple styles or assorted, depending on how the prepack is written)



If your order is written as pack-by-store, multiple styles can be loaded into the
carton, as you are creating a pre-pack per store.



***To confirm exactly how your PO is written as well as the store(s) you are
shipping to, please see pg 5-9 to view/print a copy of your PO.

Search Sites Tab
You will now be brought to the “Search Sites” tab. Check off the sites you wish to send your
shipment to and press “Add Selected”. Once you add the sites you will have the opportunity to
modify the quantity of each line item as well as select the number of cartons per site that will be
shipped.
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Select Items Tab
The Gateway system will not allow you to ship over the quantity ordered. If you plan on shipping
over/under the quantity ordered, please contact your buyer to have your PO updated or a new PO
created for additional units.
*Please note, you must contact your buyer to update your order and retransmit even if the quantity
you are shipping falls within Burlington’s 90% fill rate allowance. **Not updating your PO quantities
with your buyer to retransmit, may result in a compliance chargeback and will not allow you to invoice
for the correct amount.
You must enter in the quantity you wish to ship to each site. Do not use the Auto Populate
button, as this may provide inaccurate quantities.

BULK ORDERS
If your order is written as “Bulk” the “Unit of Measure” will be “EA” which stands for “Eaches”.
This means that you are shipping one style, size, and color packed loose in a carton.
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If your PO is a “Bulk” order, please refer to the following:
 Qty Ordered – This is the total number of units on order. This number will be populated for you.



Qty Per Carton – The number of units that are packed in each carton
 **The number entered into this field multiplied by the total number entered
into “Cartons Per Site” should equal the “Qty Ordered”.
Cartons Per Site – The total number of cartons that you are shipping to each location

*Please note, if all units don’t fit evenly into your carton, Gateway allows for 1 ‘ODD’ carton to be
created. See below for example.
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*Carton 1- the amount of units that you can fit should go into QTY per carton. Then, fill in your cartons
per site. In this example, 120 units out of 132 can fit into 1 carton. (132 units divided by 120 = 1.1)
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*Carton 2 (ODD carton) - the balance of units that don’t fit into carton 1 should go into QTY per carton.
Then, fill in your carton per site; which should be 1. (The balance of 132 minus 120 = 12)
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Pack by store Orders
If your order is written as a pack by store order, your order will show at the 7 digit level.
Order can be bulk, prepack or complex prepack. You must pack and label whichever configuration by
store
 Each store gets a carton. For example, if you have 500 stores, you will be creating 500 cartons.
 A good way to help keep track of all of the cartons you are creating and which styles /how many
pieces go to each store is to print out a copy of your PO (see pages 5-9 on how to view your PO)
 The system knows you are packing by store and how it's allocated so each style will have stores
that are supposed to get the appropriate style in Gateway.
 Unless the stores are getting more than 1 box, you will just need to type in 1 for the Qty per
carton and 1 per site.
 Labels should print for all stores.
 You can click on auto populate site and carton so you can have all of the units show up at once.
**Note, double check your quantities as some styles may be more than 1 per carton.
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Example of 1 carton**Note- It is highly recommended to rename each carton with the site name/number in case you
need to refer back to a specific store.
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Pre-Pack Orders
If your order is written as a “Pre-Pack” or “Pack by Store” the “Unit of Measure” will be “AS”, which
stands for assorted. This means that you are shipping an assortment of a SKU, such as 1xS, 2xM, 2xL,
1xXL.

If your order is a shippable (meaning 1 prepack per master carton)Pre-Pack order, please refer to the
following:
 Qty Ordered – This is the total number of pre-packs on order. This number will be populated for
you.
 In the above example there are a total of 200 pre-packs on order for this PO. Each pre-pack
contains a total of 6 units (3 units of style 000191 and 3 units of style 000344).
 Qty Per Carton – This should be the number of pre-packs that are in each carton.
 In the above example, there is 1 pre-pack per carton, with 6 units in a pre-pack.



The numbers listed under the total number of pre-packs on order (in this example, 3+3)
multiplied by the number entered into this field (in this example, 1) should equal the total
number of units that are in each carton.
Cartons Per Site – The total number of cartons that you are shipping to each location.
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If your order is an inner (meaning multiple prepacks fit into 1 master carton)Pre-Pack order, please
refer to the following:






Qty Ordered – This is the total number of pre-packs on order. This number will be populated for
you.
In the above example there are a total of 20 pre-packs on order for this PO. Each pre-pack
contains a total of 7 units (7 units of style MK230, multiple sizes).
Qty Per Carton – This should be the number of pre-packs that you can fit into each master
carton.
In the above example, 4 cartons of 7 pre-packs per carton, (with 7 units per pack).



The numbers listed under the total number of pre-packs on order (in this example, 7) multiplied
by the number entered into this field (in this example, 4) should equal the total number of units
that are in each master carton equal 28 total units.



Cartons Per Site – The total number of cartons that you are shipping to each location. (Total
units on order are 140 divided by 28 give you 5 cartons per site.
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Next, (*this step applies to all order types) click on the Packaging Code drop-down and select “Physical
Container Carton” and press “Save”.

Weight Information per Order
Prior to validating your shipment you must enter the weight information. To do this click the “View
Shipment Orders Detail” button and enter the required weight information.
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Once the weight information is entered, click “Save” then click on “Back to Selected Purchase Order”.
*Please note, the above example is for pack by store, so your weight should total by store. If you have
pack by DC, your weight should total by PO line. **The weight can be approximate as Gateway and
routing are not related in any way.

Validate Shipment
The final step in preparing your shipment is to validate the shipment. Once you have entered all
required information, you can validate your shipment by clicking the “Validate Shipment” button.

If you get a “Shipment Validated” message, the information you’ve entered is correct.
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Once you have gotten the “Shipment Validated” message press the “Back to Drafts” button.

Under the “Turn Around” column you will see your shipment now has the “Labels” link available.
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Invalid Shipment
If there are errors in the information you have entered for this shipment, a “Shipment Invalid” message
will display along with your errors listed. Additionally, if you hit the “Back to Drafts” button, the link
under the “Turn Around” column will read “There are errors on shipment.”

Click on this link to view and correct your errors.
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The list of errors within your shipment will also be displayed under the Invalid Shipment message. The
“Go to Selected Orders” link will take you directly to the area within the application that needs to be
corrected.
A common reason for an invalid shipment is incorrect quantities in your carton definition. To fix
this, you must edit your cartons.
*Please note, unfortunately there is no way to pinpoint which carton has the error quantity as
you would need to go in one by one to see which one is not adding up properly.

****For pack by store orders only****
**Note, if you accidentally put in too many skus into one of your store cartons, it is highly
recommended to remove the whole carton and create it again rather than editing the carton
(if you did not label your cartons with the site name/number as this will better help to keep
track of each store getting the correct skus).
Editing your Cartons
If you need to edit your carton definition, go to the “Selected Purchase Orders” tab. DO NOT
click “Create Carton” button again, as this will add an additional carton with additional units to
your shipment. Instead, click on the yellow folder next to the PO.

This will allow you to view any cartons that you’ve already created. To edit the quantities you’ve
entered, click on the “Carton 1” link (or whichever carton that needs to be edited on your PO
line).
If you need to remove a carton, check off the box next to the carton you wish to remove and
click the blue “Remove” button at the bottom of the screen.
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Label Options
Burlington offers two options for creating labels.
The system can generate a UCC-128 label for you (a BCF label) or if you are working with a 3rd party that
has already created a label for you, you are able to manually enter in the label information (a Vendor
label).
Click on the “Labels” link in the “Turn Around” column under the “Drafts” page. This will take
you to the labels selection page where you can view and print UCC-128 labels for your cartons.
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BCF Label (Labels are generated by Gateway system):

BCF UCC-128 Labels Generation and Format
After selecting the BCF Label option, select the number of labels that you would like to print per
page.
**Please note; the selection you make depends on the printer and paper type that you have.
Burlington is not able to advise on how to adjust label specifications so please check with your
printer manufacturer or your IT department.

Click the Generate Labels button. This will take you to a PDF version of your labels.
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View and Print BCF UCC-128 Labels
From here you can print your labels by selecting the print icon.

Note: If your information doesn’t fit on one label, it will spill over to a second label called a
“carton content label”. If a carton content label is generated, you must include both of labels on
your cartons.
You should save this document onto your computer so that you can to retrieve this file at a
later point if needed. (Once the ASN has been submitted, you can no longer change or reprint
your labels.)When you return to the “Drafts” tab, the shipment will now display “Submit ASN” in
the Turn Around column.
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Vendor UCC-128 Labels
If you already have a UCC-128 Label available, choose the “Vendor Label” option.

Enter in the UCC or Tracking # that is found on the UCC-128 label. Click Save, then click Back to
Drafts.
*Please note, you will need to hit the save button after every 10 labels created or the system
will time out.

When you return to the “Drafts” tab, the shipment will now display “Submit ASN” in the Turn
Around column.
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Packing Slip
You will also see a Packing Slips link in the Turn Around column. Packing slips are used by
Burlington to match the contents of an incoming carton to the ASN that was sent. Some vendors
like to include packing slips; however, they are not required by Burlington. If you’d like to print
a packing slip, click on the Packing Slip link in the Turn Around column under the Drafts tab.

Submitting your ASN
Once you have validated your shipment and printed your labels you are ready to submit your ASN to
Burlington.
The Advance Ship Notice (ASN-856 is the number of the EDI transaction) is used to notify
Burlington how you will be packing and shipping the order. Each ASN contains the contents of a
shipment, carrier information, and the shipping cartons (If you are not shipping garments on
Hangers).
All transmissions must arrive prior to the deadline in the Burlington Stores mailbox:
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To submit your ASN, return to the Drafts Tab. Click on the “Submit ASN” link under the “Turn
Around” column. Clicking on this link will submit the document to Burlington and save a copy to
your outbox. Note: Once you submit the ASN, no information for this shipment can be
modified. Only submit your ASN if no further units need to be modified on your order.

After successfully submitting your ASN, you’ll receive a message indicating the file name of your
ASN document. Use the Outbox tab to reference your shipment in the future.
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Creating an Invoice
Note to import vendors: Do not submit an invoice if working with a Letter of Credit. If you need
further information about your import invoices please reach out to
import.treasury@burlington.com .
The 810 Invoice is used to bill Burlington for the products you've shipped. It lists the line items of the
quantities shipped, various shipment and order information, and totals which are generated
automatically.
Once you have submitted your ASN you are ready to create an invoice. (*Please note, if you are a 3rd
party company completing the shipment, please advise the vendor that the ASN has been submitted
and they can go in to create their invoice(s). Mailing or emailing invoices is not acceptable as
Burlington requires that vendors submit them via EDI. You will need to submit your invoices in
Gateway so that our AP department can receive them.)

As seen in the previous screenshot, you can click the “Create Invoice(s)” button immediately after
submitting your ASN, or you can return to the “Drafts” tab and submit it from there.
To create an invoice from a shipment in your “Drafts” tab, click on the “Update/Submit Invoice”
link under the “Turn Around” column.
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To complete your invoice, press the “Edit Invoice” button.

This will take you to the “Edit Invoice” page. All item and site details are pre-populated based on the
shipment information that you have entered and cannot be modified.

Enter in a valid invoice number. The invoice number can be any number you have determined,
so long as it isn’t repeated from a previous invoice.
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The “Remit To” information at the bottom of the screen should only be entered when the remittance
is to go to a Factor. (The Factor's DUNS # is required & should be entered in the Site & DUNS # fields.)
Once you’ve entered your Invoice number and remit to information (if applicable), click “Save”
and then click “Back to Invoice Page”.
Note: Invoices sent with the same invoice number and invoice date will reject out of our
Accounts Payable system as a duplicate invoice. If an invoice needs to be sent for additional
monies owed, a new invoice number must be sent. Invoice numbers should not be “recycled”;
doing so will necessitate a manual correction and subsequent expense offset fee, and the
potential for a delay in payment.
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Submit Invoices

Once you have edited and completed your invoice(s) for your shipment, press the Submit button
to send the document to Burlington.
You’ll receive an invoice document confirmation once you have successfully submitted your
invoice, and then you can return to the “Drafts” tab.

You may now view the completed shipment in the “Outbox” Tab.
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Outbox Tab

The “Outbox” tab lists every shipment that you have submitted to Burlington. Each column gives
details of the outgoing document, including its line number, document type, Document ID,
Transmission Date, Shipment ID and its Status.

*If you need to view shipments older than 30 days, click ‘All’ under view transmissions and
change to show ‘all’ transmissions per page. Click the shipment ID number to go back into
your shipment and view details.
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Helpful Tips
Replacing POs on a Shipment:
When a PO has been replaced and the original has already been included in a shipment, the PO within
the shipment needs to be replaced.
How to replace a PO if the ASN has not been sent (Ship Date Changes):
 Select the “Shipments” tab


Select the “Selected Purchase Order” button



Select the “Replaced” button next to the PO number



Click the arrow next to the replacement window



Select “Removed Replaced PO and Transfer Items to New PO”



Click the “Replace PO” button. then click “OK”



Repeat these steps for each PO on the shipment that needs to be replaced



Validate the shipment



Generate the labels again (the labels will not change if the quantities have not changed)
o

Go back to the “Draft” tab, from this point the ASN can be submitted.
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Printing a copy of an invoice
Make sure you have the latest copy of Adobe Reader on your desktop. Adobe does not charge for this
product.
Make sure you allow pop-ups before following the steps below.
 Go into Gateway


Select the “Outbox” tab



Select the Shipment ID of the invoice you’d like to print



Scroll to the bottom of the screen



Click on the “View Invoices” button



Select the "Export Invoices List To PDF" link



Invoice will pop up in a separate window



Save, print &/or copy as desired
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Frequently Asked Questions:
I want to view the status on my invoices; is there somewhere in Gateway that I can view that?
Currently, this is not a feature of Gateway. To retrieve invoice status, please email
vendor.relations@burlington.com with the invoice numbers and corresponding PO numbers in an
excel spreadsheet so we can run a statement.
I’ve been advised that my quantity has changed on my PO; can I just ship what I have?
No, you will need to contact your buyer to make the necessary quantity changes and retransmit the
PO(even if it falls within our 10% over/under allowance). This ensures that you invoice for exactly
what you are shipping.
My buyer updated my order and now it says it’s replaced. What happened to my shipment?
If you requested any changes to be made, such as a date change or quantity change, the buyer
updates and retransmits in the Burlington system so that it communicates the necessary changes to
the Gateway system. Please follow the steps on pg 45 to replace your shipment and continue. *This
will only work if your ASN has not been submitted. If quantities have changed, you will need to use the
new labels that have printed. If only a date change has been made, you will just need to go through
the process of creating labels but do not need to print them. This is just so you can get to submitting
your ASN and invoicing. If you are unsure about any changes made or requested changes are not
correct, please reach out to your buyer directly.

Is Gateway also used for routing my order?
No, Gateway is exclusively used to process your order electronically so that you can create UCC-128
labels, submit your ASN, and submit your invoices for payment. If you are a collect vendor (if you are
unsure if you are collect or prepaid, this would be on your purchase order, see pg 6-9), you would use
our TMS system to route your order so that you are assigned a carrier. If you are prepaid, you would
arrange pick up with the carrier of your choice and submit a routing request with our scheduling team.
**See our vendor website for helpful links to our TMS manual, appointment request form, and
routing/scheduling contacts: https://www.burlington.com/Vendors/Freight.aspx and our vendor
manual for shipping procedures at https://www.burlington.com/Vendors/vendormanual.aspx under
chapter 3, shipping and scheduling.
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When should I submit my ASN?
We need your ASN no later than the below arrival deadlines based on shipment type. The most
common one is a live appointment for pre-pack, bulk, or GOH shipments to DC which is 24 hours prior
to the arrival of goods (excluding weekends). *Your ASN should not be submitted until you know that
nothing else will be changing on your order. Once your ASN has been submitted, no further changes
can be made to the shipment.

How do I know if my invoice has been submitted?
The “Outbox” tab lists every shipment that you have submitted to Burlington. Each column gives
details of the outgoing document, including its line number, document type, Document ID,
Transmission Date, Shipment ID and its Status.
*If you need to view shipments older than 30 days, click ‘All’ under view transmissions and change to
show ‘all’ transmissions per page. Click the shipment ID number to go back into your shipment and
view details.
If your shipment doesn’t pull up in the outbox, check the shipments tab and type in the full 9 digit PO
number or shipment number and click search. Make your you have selected, view ’all’ shipments.
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